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DG/Academic Dean meet the faculty and staff
Wednesday August 30, 2006

Parent’s Night
Wednesday September 13, 2006

Montreal Matters Kick Off Concert
October 4, 2006

OPEN HOUSE
Sunday October 15, 2006

Social Science Festival
October 16 to 20, 2006

FROM THE DIRECTOR GENERAL’S DESKTOP

If we were to conduct a survey of the most widely 
used sentence in the English language around this 
time of the year, it would probably have to be: 
“Where has the summer gone?” It is indeed already 
this time of year when we are embarking on another 
journey that will, I am convinced, lead us through 
a successful academic year.

For many of us, this new college year comes after 
a summer spent traveling the world. For others, 
the summer was more of a time of quiet relaxation 

at the cottage, or at home, with friends and family, while others were taking in 
all of what Montreal has to offer with its multitude of festivals and events. But
whatever it was that occupied your summer months, I hope you come back 
energized and with the kind of enthusiasm that will help us nurture what goes 
well and fi nd creative solutions to those things that do not yet work so well. 

My own summer highlight, other than the week spent in Cuba with my daughter 
Gabrielle, was the fi ve days I spent in July with about 40 other college presidents 
from across Canada sharing experiences, discussing common issues and looking 
at making our respective institutions and, by extension, the Canadian college system, 
more dynamic and more responsive to needs. And while I can tell you that I learned 
much from these discussions, I can also tell you that they reinforced my profound 
belief that the Cegep system works as well as any and that the Vanier community 
is second to none in its quality, in its dedication, and in its sense of purpose.

In the discussions with my colleagues, I paid particular attention to those ideas and 
initiatives that promote communications and teamwork. I am as keen as I was a year 
ago to continue to foster a climate of open communication, of consultation and of 
accessibility so that no part of the organization feels that it is left out or less important. 
A college is a community of functions and services, but more importantly, it is a 
community of people. Every person in that community is as important as the next. 
We each play our respective roles, sometimes leading and sometimes supporting. 
Every job is, in varying degrees, a combination of these roles. So let’s all be leaders, 
and let’s all be supporters. And count on me to be totally dedicated to doing the best 
I can as a leading and supporting member of this Vanier team.

In the coming weeks, I will share with you, through the second issue of the 
DG’s newsletter, more information as to what my priorities will be for the year 
and what are the issues we will be working on over the coming months. And as usual, 
I will be happy to hear your views, comments and suggestions as to how you think 
these will contribute to making us a better college.

For now, I would like to close by extending a really warm welcome to our new 
Academic Dean John McMahon, and to say how happy I am to have him on board. 
And well above and beyond the credentials and experiences he brings to the job, 
it is his high energy and his no-nonsense approach and his open style of management 
and communication that are the most exciting assets. He is a great addition to this 
team and a true supporting leader.

Have a good beginning of semester, and please look forward to my newsletter in 
the coming weeks.

Gilbert Héroux
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6VANTAGEPOINT
MR. GIOVANNI DI SCHIAVI, 
CHAIRPERSON OF THE BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS OF VANIER 
COLLEGE, IS PLEASED TO 
announce the appointment of 
Mr. John McMahon as Academic 
Dean of Vanier College for a term 
of three years. The appointment 
is effective June 26, 2006.

Mr. McMahon holds a Master of Arts, Canadian Studies 
(Northern/Native Issues) from Carleton University, a Bachelor 
of Arts from Concordia University, and a Diploma in Education 
from McGill University. Mr. McMahon has more than twenty-fi ve 
years of experience as an educator. Most recently he was on 
a one-year assignment in Nunavik after spending fi ve years as 
Director of Centennial College (Montréal).

Communications at Vanier College
“Building. Student. Student in front of building. Throw in a few 
backpacks and books and that was pretty much the extent of 
traditional [cegep] marketing. Increasingly, though, post-secondary 
schools are taking notes from marketers in the corporate world as 
they vie for students...”  So says Rebecca Harris in Brand U 
in  Marketing,  November 1, 2004. Other practitioners talk 
about the value of “saying what you do, and doing what you say” 
as fundamental as post secondary institutions attempt to position 
themselves in their communities. Many of Vanier’s sister colleges have 
embarked on branding exercises to build a common sense of worth, 
consistent messages of priorities, and  increased community visibility. 
Most swear by the exercise, citing results: increased numbers of strong 
students, dynamic faculty and staff, along with more partnerships 
and donors. The Strategic Communications Plan accepted last 
semester heralds Vanier’s entrance into the fray for 2006 - 2007.

For more information:  
Bev Chandler N123B local 7543 or  
chandleb@vaniercollege.qc.ca



 
 BEGINNING IN OCTOBER, VANIER WILL BE 
 PARTNERING WITH MONTREAL MATTERS, 
 which airs on both CBC Radio and TV. The month-
 long program focuses on a different subject each 
 year, and in 2006 the subject is ‘schools’. As a 
result of the partnership, the CBC will cover a variety of the College’s 
events, and Vanier is expected to show its support of the program 
through campus advertising. 

Montreal Matters kicks off October 4, 2006 Universal Break with 
a benefi t concert hosted by CBC in the Vanier College Auditorium 
by the Music Dept. faculty. Hopefully more Vanier activities will 
be added to the roster.
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VANIER graduates over 1,400 students 
in 2005-2006.

Breakdown of Graduates:

50%: Faculty of Social Science, 
 Commerce, Arts and Letters
 Programs
21% : Faculty of Applied 
 Technologies Programs
16% : Faculty of Science and 
 General Studies Programs  
13% : Centre for Continuing 
 Education Programs.

Day Division: 61% female; 39% male. 
Centre for Continuing Education: 72% female; 28% male.

MAJOR AWARD WINNERS:
Governor General Academic Medal 
Chau Le Ngoc, Health Science

Lieutenant Governor Award, 
Sara Mattigetz, Honours Social Science

Vanier College Prize for Outstanding Technology Graduates
Maxime Chartrand-Dumas, Computer Science
Natalia Feigin, Nursing

Outstanding Graduate in an Evening Attestation Program
Kelly Schwarcz, Early Childhood Education Attestation

Outstanding Graduate in an Intensive Attestation Program
Jodi Thompson, Early Childhood Education Attestation

VALEDICTORIAN ADDRESS
Michael Dyck Holzinger, Science and Music  

Parents, teachers, Deans, guests, friends, and students, or should I say graduates, tonight 
we are gathered in celebration. To celebrate years of hard work, sweat and tears put into 
Vanier College.  And what years they’ve been!  Full of good times, like playing cards in 
the N-caf, watching people dance in Jake’s mall, and getting a good mark on that test 
you barely studied for.  And then the not-so-good times, pulling an all-nighter to fi nish 
a English essay, being told you can’t eat in the Learning Centre, showing up for the eight 
o’clock class only to fi nd out it’s been cancelled, and those fi tness appraisals...

But hey, it’s all part of the game, and we got through it.  But we didn’t get through it 
alone.  Let’s not forget the teachers, counselors, advisors, assistants, and other Vanier 
staff who supported us and pointed us in the right directions when we were lost. 
And of course, friends and family, who congratulated us when we succeeded, and consoled 
us when we didn’t.

And now here we are, about to embark on new adventures, and new challenges. Some of us 
already have jobs lined up, others are continuing studies, and some, don’t really know yet.  
But as we leave here, we have ALL acquired indispensable tools that will serve us for a 
lifetime. How to think critically, question authority, react in new situations, make logical 
decisions and educated guesses, these are the hammer and nail that will help build a solid 
foundation that we’ll call “us”. In this way, Vanier has removed some of the fi lters through 
which we used to see the world, and has shown us much broader, deeper horizons. 
And though the facts and skills we’ve learned may be useful, perhaps more important 
is that we have learned HOW to learn, and as we head into new environments this might 
the most valuable tool of all.

Though we may not be aware of it, these tools give us much power.  As we leave Vanier, 
we walk away with a higher level of education than the majority of the world’s population. 
We are incredibly fortunate, but this fortune should not be taken lightly. Because education 
is might. Tonight we may look silly with these hats and gowns, but tomorrow WE will 
be asked for help, for answers, for suggestions, for our expertise in a fi eld because we 
are learned. And as some of us enter the job market and others continue studies, every 
decision we make will have an increasing impact on our society, because of the economic 
power we hold, but also because we are beginning to serve as the role model for the 
next generation.

What can we do with this power? I believe we can help change the world, which is in a sad 
sad state. The environment is degrading, the economic gap between rich and poor is 
widening, and hatred and violence seem to be on the rise. What can we do? Well look 
around you. We’re graduating. We have an education. And that is a huge step in itself. 
Through learning, we’ve been exposed to a wide variety of cultures, religions, doctrines 
and philosophies. In fact, just walking through the halls of Vanier is a course in mul-
ticulturalism, and events such as Night of Nations permits a greater appreciation for 
this variety. And the more we understand of the unknown, the less we fear it. Now it 
is up to us to lead our lives in a manner faithful to ourselves, to share our knowledge 
and skills with those around us, in a way that we believe moral and just, and this can 
have a tremendous positive effect on our society.

So, graduates, as we each begin our new chapter, don’t forget to pay your late fees at the 
I.T. Centre, but also, let us celebrate the power we hold and be aware of the tools in 
our possession.  Life is precious, and, as it has been said, is not counted by how many 
times you breathe but rather by how often your breath is taken away.  So enjoy it!

Thank you.
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Library

New database acquisitions:
The JStor Arts & Science interdisciplinary database 
archives over 600 periodicals in arts, humanities and 
social science. It is easy to use and available campus 
wide. Off campus use is under development.

The Compendium of Pharmaceutical Specialties (e-CPS) 
is a listing of brand and generic names of medicine 
and provides in depth information about pharmaceutical 
products.    

The login information is:
USER: covanier
PASSWORD: CPS06

The Grove Music Online database covers the entire 
history of music containing over 50,000 article entries, 
28 000 biographies and updated regularly.  

The Gale Reference E-Books provides full text articles 
to many key reference books in subject areas including 
Literature, History, Law, Medicine, Multicultural Studies, 
Religion and Social Science.  

The login information is:
ACCOUNT: vancol
PASSWORD: litc

Visit the ‘database’ section of the Library & Infor- 
mation Technology Centre (LITC)  webpage to access 
these databases. http://www.vaniercollege.qc.ca/litc/ 

The Reference Area (E300) has been re-designed to 
add study space and provide area for laptop users.

The Circulation Area (F300) has been re-designed 
to provide space for the expanding media collection

I.T. Network

A College-wide wireless network is now in place. 
Connect to the “VC-STUDENT” network, an open-
access network for the whole college. 

If you have questions or problems, please call the College 
Computer Help line – ext. 7529. Leave a message. 

DECclic course management software is now available. 
This product includes Exam Studio, exam creation 
software that can be used to create ‘self-correcting’ tests. 
Training sessions can be arranged. 

Contact Cheryl Holmes at ext. 7550.

Computer Labs upgraded this summer: C403 (Modern 
Languages), N221 (College), N216 (College), and D344 
(Industrial Electronics)

Four new computers installed in N215C for teacher 
use. The teacher use computer in the Reference area 
of Library was also upgraded.

A laser quality colour printer for staff, teacher and 
student use will be set up in N215 Information 
Technology Centre. 

For information, contact the N215 main line – ext. 7585.

Viewing Rooms

‘A’ Building viewing rooms have been ‘spruced up’, 
including a new coat of paint, the removal of 
chalkboards, and the installation of new or additional 
whiteboards. A401 has a new ceiling installed to improve 
the sound quality of the room.

N316 has been upgraded to permanent installation.

N529 has been added as a viewing room.

Audio Visual Equipment

Permanent overhead projectors were added to many 
classrooms in the Ste-Croix Complex. This includes 
all the classrooms on the 5th fl oor of the E Building.

Permanent T.V. + dvd/vcr combo units were installed 
in the classrooms on the 5th fl oor of the  E Building. 
as well as on the top fl oors of the A and B Buildings.

A ‘Sympodium’ media presentation set up similar to 
one in the Amphitheatre has been purchased for the 
Auditorium, A103. New wireless microphone equip-
ment has been purchased for use in the Auditorium 
and Amphitheatre, B223.

The individual ‘listening/viewing’ stations in Library 
were upgraded.

Cheryl Holmes,
Coordinator Library and 
Information Technology Centre

Library and Information Technology Centre News

On June 1st, 2004, the Quebec government made an amendment to the 
Labour Standards Act prohibiting psychological harassment in the workplace, 
the fi rst legislation of its kind in North America. As a result, educational institutions 
across the province have established policies against this particular brand of 
harassment, in conjunction with similar policies against discrimination and sexual 
harassment which were already in place. 

Psychological harassment can be constituted as any “vexatious behaviour that has 
detrimental effects on [the] working environment,” says Marilyn More, Coordinator 
of the Human Rights Offi ce at Vanier.  By law, the College must take any instance 
of such behaviour seriously. The goal of the RespectWorks campaign is to let 
the students and employees of Vanier know that psychological harassment will 
not be tolerated at the school, and to inform sufferers of such abuse that they 
have somewhere to turn.

The 3-year RespectWorks campaign will be put into effect by the Human Rights 
Offi ce in collaboration with several other departments, offi ces and services of the 
College in an effort to stem psychological harassment, and to educate staff, faculty 
and students about the many faces of this ambiguous form of abuse.

More explains that the campaign’s objective is to “educate the college community 
about what constitutes [psychological] harassment,” as the term can refer to a 
number of actions, from outright bullying, to repeated criticism, to subtle belittlement.

Since June 2005, when Vanier College’s policy concerning psychological harassment 
came into effect, More’s Offi ce has handled numerous complaints of this particular 

type of abuse, in numbers far exceeding complaints of both discrimination and 
sexual harassment. Through the use of advice, mediation and internal investigations, 
More seeks to lead the parties involved toward amicable resolutions to their confl icts, 
though she admits that in some cases allegations can lead to formal charges and 
serious penalties.

The fi rst introduction of the RespectWorks campaign will take place this August 
during the College Preparation Sessions for new students, with an offi cial launch 
to follow in November. Various means are being utilized to get the word out, including 
the distribution of pencil cases and bookmarks with the RespectWorks logo, signs 
near public service points, interactive skits and workshops. New employees are 
also being targeted through Human Resources. The College community is being 
asked to incorporate the RespectWorks logo into any publications, manuals, and 
orientation materials, even course outlines! The object being to consciously 
incorporate respect into the Vanier work environment.

“I hear people saying, “I don’t want to come to work in the morning. I don’t want 
to have to face this person. I don’t want to work in an environment that’s full of 
confl ict,”” More states. RespectWorks encourages respectful interactions between 
and among students, staff and faculty to head off psychological harassment before 
it develops and to provide confl ict resolution measures should it occur.

For more information about  the RespectWorks campaign & the Human 
Rights Offi ce Contact: Marilyn More

Phone:  local  7941, Email: respectworks@vaniercollege.qc.ca, Offi ce: N-123, 
Website: to come. 

Vanier College. Human rights policy and complaints resolution procedure; 
7110-1. June, 2005. www.vaniercollege.qc.ca/policies/humanrightspolicy.pdf

S.K.



Chemistry

Computer Science

Early Childhood Education

English

French

Geography

History

Humanities

Mathematics

Music

Nursing

Physics

Political Science

Psychology

Respiratory & Anaesthesia Technology

Special Care Counselling

PrintShop

Human Resources

NGUYEN, Phi-Nga

ARIBINDI, Rao S.

GAMBERG, Cheryl

PATERSON, Marion

SOUTHMAYD, David

HARRISON, Sue

FROST, Pauline

BERTLEY, Leo

ISMAIL, Abdelmoneim

CHEN, Masao

COOPER, Sarah

DE BRUYN, Johannes

HSU, Bernadette

PAULL, Jacqueline

KERRIDGE, Patricia

HIGDEN, Wendy

McHARG, Linda

POLACSIK, Annice

COWAN, Michael

LEVINE, Charles

MILNER, Henry

HIRSCHBERG, Jacob

BELLE-ISLE, Louis

ASHTON, Michael

ROCH, Kevin

RIVEST, Claudette

RECENT VANIER COLLEGE RETIREMENTS
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VANTAGEPOINT is a publication of Vanier College Enrollment Management Division. 
This issue was compiled by Bev Chandler with help from Roy Hartling, Shayna Krishnasamy, 
Judy Martin, Annabelle Kennedy, Sam Kay, Cheryl Holmes, Marc Passucci, Gilbert Héroux, 
and Denis Lafontaine.

Comments, ideas for future articles and suggestions should be directed to 
Bev Chandler, 7543 or chandleb@vaniercollege.qc.ca

SUMMER 2006 RENOVATION NEWS
Although there were no major renovation projects scheduled for this summer, a large number 
of smaller projects were undertaken making the usually diffi cult process more complicated. 
Most of  this summer’s projects focussed on infrastructure. As always, the small window of 
opportunity to accomplish the work, coupled with other constraints, always makes the realization 
of renovation projects a diffi cult process. Nevertheless, it’s been quite a busy summer for 
the Service Department. An impressive list of improvements in addition to routine preventative 
maintenance have been accomplished or are in the fi nal stages of completion. The ongoing 
summer painting project continued with numerous areas (classrooms, offi ces, corridors, doors, 
staircases, outside fi xtures) receiving a  fresh coat of paint. In addition numerous ceiling tiles 
were replaced throughout the College as well as the relamping project of lights being 
constantly changed. 

The camera/video security system has been signifi cantly upgraded including the installation 
of additional cameras to bring our total to 112. 

There was an extensive tree maintenance program affecting most of our 265 trees on campus. 
A large part of the football fi eld was levelled and resodded.

A complete listing is distributed to the community.

Sam Kay,
Director Of Administrative Services 

Anthropology

Economics

Humanities

Physics

Psychology

Religious Studies 

FERENZI, Natasha Kim

AUTMEZGUINE, Gabriella

ARONOFF, Gordon

DAS, Sheila

NUSHAAT, Jilani

FOLEY, Elizabeth

ARONOFF, Gordon

WELCOME NEW EMPLOYEES

Maurice Scarpaleggia, former Director General of Vanier College 

Susan Margaret Armstrong, former Special Care Counselling student, 
key note speaker at Graduation, and founder of the Missing 
Children’s Network

Rohahes Iain Phillips, former Music student, Mohawk elder, 
chaplain and musician

Edward (Ted) Collinson, former active member of Vanier’s football 
organization and a friend to Vanier in his position at English Montreal 
School Board.

Andrea Elder, Super Camp staff member, daughter of the late 
Lloyd Elder (Vanier Physical Education teacher)

IN MEMORIAM

Danielle Villemaire

Danielle Villemaire replaces Johanna Cosentino as an administrative assistant in the Human 
Resources Department. 
 Employed by Vanier since 1978, Danielle has worked in the Admissions Offi ce, the Vanier 
Seminar Centre, and most recently Student Services where she was Employment Offi cer 
and Student Advocate. She holds a Master’s degree in Public Administration and a B.A. in 
Translation and Human Resources.
 In her new position, Danielle will be responsible for benefits for Vanier employees.  
She is excited about the move and looks forward to working with her new colleagues.

Johanna Cosentino

Beginning June 19th, 2006, Johanna Cosentino will be replacing Claudette Rivest as an 
administrative assistant in the Human Resources Department. 
 Johanna has worked in the department since 1989, and as an administrative assistant 
since 1997. In her new position she will be assisting Stan Unger, the Director of Human 
Resources. In addition to administrative support, her duties will include operations 
pertaining to faculty.
 Johanna holds a B.A. in Commerce, with a major in Accountancy.  Though she admits 
that she has “big shoes to fi ll,” she is eager to face the “new challenge” of this position and 
to explore “a new side of Human Resources.”

Don Hetherington

As of August 2006, Don Hetherington is succeeding Caroline Hanrahan as the Dean of 
Science and General Studies.  
 Don holds a Ph.D. in experimental nuclear physics and has been a member of Vanier’s 
Physics department since 1971, serving two terms as coordinator. Over the years, Don 
has been a member of various committees and councils at Vanier, including Academic Council, 
Board of Directors, Long Range Planning among others. Most recently he served as replacement 
Dean of this Faculty and chaired the Science Program Evaluation Committee.
 Don is looking forward to taking on his new role. In addition to “working with the teachers [...] 
to support and develop [new] initiatives” in each department, he hopes to “raise the profi le 
of the Science program both inside and outside the college through a series of public lectures, 
and to adapt the program [to better suit] students’ needs.”

STAFF PROMOTIONS

(Information current to August 17, 2006.)


